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“In conventional search tools, 
even if it’s a quick search, 
you need to know which field 
to use, the order of the keywords 
and the operators. None of 
that’s required with IPRally.”
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– Neenu Mathai, 
Head of Patents- Beauty & Wellbeing 
and Patent Information Analysts Lead



Allowing for more value-added work

As one of the world’s largest consumer goods companies, Unilever needs to stay ahead 
of the curve when it comes to adopting new technologies, and patent intelligence tools 
are no exception. After evaluating several AI solutions on the market, Unilever decided 
to deploy IPRally within its Patent Information Analyst team under a pilot licence. 

Impressed with the simplicity of IPRally, the decision was made to extend the pilot to 
also use it as a quick reference tool for Unilever’s Patent Attorneys. 

“Our Patent Information Analysts pride themselves on their high standard when it 
comes to the quality of patent searching. Even though the tool already worked well with 
mechanical searches, having gained experience with IPRally for a year, our Analysts 
were positive about its potential, and it was decided to support IPRally with its develop-
ment in chemical searches, which require a distinctly different approach to the AI strategy 
and search setup. 

To unlock its full promise as an effective AI tool for chemical searches, we knew that the 
training of IPRally’s AI with wider chemical subject matter was essential. As such, IPRally 
and Unilever partnered together to enable Unilever patent attorneys to use AI in the field  
of chemical searches to train the AI system.” 

Our initial objective was to improve the quality of the search requests. A quick search in 
IPRally, as the first step in searching, has helped Attorneys both in refining their claims 
and in understanding the background art better. There are numerous AI solutions avail-
able in the market for patent intelligence, however, finding the right one, that can also 
be deployed for chemical searches, is a challenge and more so for a team like ours with 
an ambition to pioneer the use of AI in this area”, says Neenu Mathai, Head of Patents- 
Beauty & Wellbeing and Patent Information Analysts Lead at Unilever. 

Like a reference book you have next to you 

By starting the search in IPRally and sharing the results between the two teams of 
professionals, competencies can be synergized. Attorneys can work more autono-
mously, and Analysts get more precise search requests to start from, according to 
Neenu Mathai.

“It’s like a reference book that Attorneys can have next to them. It is very easy to get 
search results from IPRally. The overall wait for Analysts to return a search is reduced 
and the quality of requests are improved. So as a group, we’re saving time. In conven-
tional search tools, even if it’s just a quick search, you need to know which field to use, 
the order of the keywords and the operators. None of that’s required with IPRally.” 

Established more than 130 years ago, Unilever is one of the world’s largest consumer 
goods companies with more than 400 purposeful brands across five Business Groups 
including, Beauty & Wellbeing, Personal Care, Home Care, Nutrition, and Ice Cream. 
Unilever’s vision is to be the global leader in sustainable business. More than 3.4 billion 
people use their products every day in more than 190 countries. The company has a glo-
bal patent team of 80 people whereof eight are patent information analysts and 39 patent 
attorneys. Together, they are managing a portfolio of 20,000 patents in 2,800 families.

www.unilever.com
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Key highlights

+
Unilever’s attorneys 
can work more 
autonomously 

+
The analysts get 
more precise search 
requests to start from

+
The overall wait for 
the analysts to return 
a search is reduced
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IPRally lets you search and categorize 
the patent landscape faster, easier 
and more accurately using knowledge 
graph AI.

If you would like to try it and see how 
it works for you, just contact us at 
iprally.com for a short demo and we’ll 
sign you up for a free trial.
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